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What is IATI

- The International Aid Transparency Initiative is a voluntary multi-stakeholder initiative that seeks to improve transparency. The aim is to make information about aid spending easier to access, understand and use.

- At the centre of IATI is the IATI Standard, a format (XML) and framework for publishing data.

- Over 1,260 organisations have published data to the IATI Standard. 18 are UN agencies and some are ITC funders.

- The “IATI data” on ITC projects is available on IATI’s portal (d-portal).

- Many publishers have developed their own open data website to better visualize IATI information.
ITC’s IATI data

- ITC has been compliant since 2018, publishing 90% of XB-portfolio by project value (around 100 projects).

- ITC publishes data twice a year.

- ITC has achieved a transparency score ranking of 108th out of 1260 publishers
Demo

ITC Open Data website (beta version)
Next steps

- Publication of Q3 and Q4 2020 in first half of August
- Open.intracen.org website to go live in September
- Continuous improvements